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Welcome from the Director

Readers will see that much of this edition of Giving to Glasgow is dedicated to articles about bequests. Over hundreds of years, bequests to the University have enabled us to do exceptional things, and examples of our many bequests are apparent to anyone talking a walk around the campus.

The collection represented by the William Hunter Bequest formed the basis of the Hunterian Museum & Art Gallery; that of Charles Randolph, the Randolph Hall and staircase in the Gilbert Scott Building; and lectureships, scholarships and chairs funded in perpetuity by bequest demonstrate that bequests have enriched all aspects of University life. However, we also receive many modest gifts, which together are just as valuable.

The generosity of those who remember the University in their wills is remarkable. The stories behind the bequests bear testament to the strong emotions felt by graduates and the people of Glasgow towards the University.

Bequests provide the University and its staff with the chance to do amazing things outwith the everyday running of the campus, and the stories you will see in this edition bear that out. Every gift in every will makes a difference and remembering the University in your will allows it to flourish, seek out and finance new opportunities and challenges, helping it to remain a world-class university.

Cathy Bell
Director, Development & Alumni Office

New Talent Scholarship for Law

Friends and family of alumnus Mr Gerard F G Welsh LLB have established a Talent Scholarship in the School of Law in his memory.

Gerry Welsh (pictured), who graduated from the University with a degree in law in 1964, was the solicitor to Lothian Regional Council and, sadly, died in January 2015. Donations were collected from friends and family at his funeral, and used to establish a scholarship in his name at the School of Law, with the assistance of his daughter Caroline Welsh.

Our Talent Scholarship scheme helps to ensure that restricted financial means are no barrier to undergraduate or postgraduate students taking up their place at the University, and this scholarship will provide a life-changing opportunity for one of our most outstanding students in law. Caroline said: ‘My father would have been delighted that money would be going towards helping students with financial difficulties.’

The recipient of the Gerard Welsh Talent Scholarship will be announced in the next academic year. He or she will join over 300 students who have benefited from the scheme to date. To read more about Gerry Welsh, there is a touching obituary in The Scotsman online, which you can find at http://goo.gl/YjH1pq.

The robotics revolution: the Baxter research robot comes to Glasgow

Gifts from alumni to the Chancellor’s Fund have helped to support the cost of a Baxter research robot, a state-of-the-art bi-manual humanoid robot being used for undergraduate and postgraduate teaching and research in the School of Computing Science.

A key aim of the Chancellor’s Fund is to support the learning environment by providing access to new technologies and enhanced facilities which engage and challenge students. Baxter will give undergraduate and postgraduate students direct experience of programming, developing and investigating robotics systems using tools and systems previously only available to the most advanced research labs.

Baxter’s new home is a showcase glass-walled laboratory in the foyer of the Sir Alwyn Williams Building. Dr Paul Siebert, Reader in Computing Science, said: ‘He has already proved to be enormously popular with open day visitors and will hopefully attract and inspire the best student applicants to Glasgow.

‘The Chancellor’s Fund award of £10,000 to secure Baxter’s acquisition, which has been matched by the school and by the College of Science & Engineering’s Dean of Learning & Teaching, will help us build on our current research base to provide an outstanding student experience, expand our capacity for robotics research and help to show that we are at the forefront of teaching and research in advanced robotics systems.

The Baxter research robot displays its talent for stacking blocks in the Sir Alwyn Williams Building.
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First Giving Tuesday is a resounding transatlantic success

Giving Tuesday 2014, a global day of thanks designed to inspire acts of philanthropy and charity, was celebrated around the world on 2 December. The University held its own first ever Giving Tuesday appeal and encouraged alumni in North America to embrace the spirit of this special day and make a donation to their alma mater.

Our goal was to raise $10,000 to create ten new Travel Scholarships, and all donations received on the day were matched by the University of Glasgow Trust. Thanks to our alumni and friends, our first Giving Tuesday appeal turned out to be a roaring success, with $15,500 raised in total – a figure which far exceeds our original goal. This means that with the matched funding from the Trust, creation of at least 20 new Travel Scholarships is now possible.

Travel scholarships can lead to many exciting and valuable opportunities. Whether attending an international conference, spending time abroad to learn a foreign language, studying at a partner institution or completing an internship overseas, these experiences are extremely important for students’ academic and personal development. Travel opportunities provide students with a greater range of experience and depth of understanding, which can further their research, improve their job prospects and broaden their outlook on life.

Thanks to a travel scholarship Camilla Ramsoy (pictured with horse Harley), a final year vet student, was able to travel to Alamo Pintado Equine Centre in California. ‘My time there was fantastic,’ she says. ‘I saw such an incredible amount of diverse cases in a very short space of time and I learnt some invaluable skills that I cannot wait to put into good use. The vets and interns were more than happy to tell me about them and take any burning questions that I had.’

• For more information about the Scholarship Fund or to make a donation, please contact Kate Richardson on +44 (0)141 330 1867 or email kate.richardson@glasgow.ac.uk.

Celebrating 40 years of oncology in Glasgow

Over the past four decades, the University has built an outstanding reputation for world-class cancer research – something which would not have been possible without charitable donations and fundraising support.

The Chancellor, Professor Sir Kenneth Calman (pictured), was appointed to the Cancer Research Chair of Oncology in 1974 – the first in Scotland. Since then, cancer research in Glasgow has grown significantly, with University scientists now working in outstanding facilities which include the Wolfson Wohl Cancer Research Centre (WWCRC), the Beatson Institute for Cancer Research and the Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre. Glasgow’s history of pioneering cancer research stretches back to the 19th century, when Sir George Thomas Beatson developed cancer treatments in the city. Since the early 1970s, advances in research and treatments pioneered at Glasgow have meant that survival rates for many cancers have doubled.

Thanks to supporters of the Beatson Pebble Appeal, which raised £10m to help build the WWCRC, the process of translating this pioneering research into effective treatments is happening at a faster pace than ever before, helping to resource scientists, equipment and research to maximise the potential for cancer research breakthroughs.

• You can find more information about supporting cancer research at the University here: www.beatsonpebbleappeal.org, office@beatsonpebbleappeal.org.uk or +44 (0)141 330 3000.
Your valued legacies

All gifts to the University are very much appreciated, and bequests made in your will particularly so. If you are considering leaving a gift to the University in your will, our Development Officer for Legacies, Mrs Barrie Bryson, would be delighted to talk with you about your wishes and intentions.

Weighing up quarks

A gift from your estate can not only provide students with the opportunity to accept their place at Glasgow, but can also benefit the wide range of research undertaken here.

One such example is an exciting new research project in the School of Physics & Astronomy which received a large proportion of funding from a bequest to its particle physics groups from the estate of Dr David McNaught Gilmour (MA 1943). Professor Christine Davies from the school said: ‘The value of PhD funding for us and for the students involved is enormous. For the students, it enables them to develop a career path that would be closed to them otherwise. For us, it expands our research capabilities by bringing bright young people from across the world into our programme.’

The project seeks to provide a more accurate reading of the mass of quarks. ‘The calculation gives a new, more accurate determination of quark masses using the most realistic simulations of the subatomic world to date,’ says Professor Davies. ‘This is an important ingredient in understanding how a deeper theory than our current Standard Model could give rise to these different masses for fundamental particles.’

Bequest boosts global health

We are extremely grateful to receive a very generous bequest from the estate of Dr Elizabeth Gertrude Haggarty, who graduated in 1951 and was a GP in Maybole, Ayrshire for 37 years.

Dr Haggarty made her bequest to provide support for qualified doctors working in Africa or Asia. In keeping with her wishes, a fund has been established to provide awards to MBChB graduates or qualified members of staff in the College of Medical, Veterinary & Life Sciences to support projects in the areas of relief work, capacity building and disease research.

The bequest has also been able to support Dr Phil Cotton, Deputy Head of the Undergraduate Medical School, to help establish Rwanda’s first medical school. The gift is being used to set up a health screening programme for students of medicine, dentistry or nursing at the University of Rwanda. This is vital to allow these students to complete their studies in good health and so help Rwanda to establish a self-sustaining healthcare system.

‘Providing for your loved ones after your death will be one of the most important things for you to consider when making your will,’ Barrie says. ‘However, it is possible to make provisions for those closest to you as well as benefiting the University. A gift of just 1% of your estate is an affordable way to help invest in the future of research and teaching excellence at the University. I am happy to advise on wording and to ensure your gift meets your wishes and remains useful to the University in future.’ In the next issue of Giving to Glasgow we will announce details of our 1451 Society for those who have pledged a gift to the University.

Barrie asked Janeen Carruthers, Professor of Private Law, to help explain the importance of making and maintaining your will.

Why should I make a will?

Having a will makes it much easier for your family or friends to sort out your affairs when you die. Your will makes it clear who should be responsible for administering your estate (the executors), who you wish to inherit your property, money, and other assets, how your children should be cared for and any desired charitable bequests.

What happens if I die without a will?

If you die without a valid will you have no say in what happens to your estate, and it could be distributed in a standard way, which may not match your wishes.

When should I make a will or review a will?

Everyone should have a will, but it is even more important when you change your status by marrying or entering a civil partnership, or being divorced; or if your circumstances change, for example by the birth of children or grandchildren. Once you have written your will you should review it regularly to make sure it reflects your wishes.

How do I make a will?

Making a will is often a simple and inexpensive process but to ensure appropriate inheritance tax planning you should seek the advice of a solicitor. If you need help finding a solicitor the Law Society of Scotland or Law Society can help.

• A new copy of our bequests brochure is now available. If you would like a copy or would like to make an informal enquiry on leaving a bequest to the University, please contact Barrie Bryson on +44 (0)141 330 6886, barrie.bryson@glasgow.ac.uk.
Glasgow calling

The Telephone Campaign was established in 2003 to help keep Glasgow at the forefront of educational excellence worldwide, with calling campaigns in autumn, spring and summer each year which engage with almost 14,000 alumni and supporters in 12 different countries.

In the past 12 years, almost £3m has been pledged to help current and future generations of students, by offering a fantastic student experience, cutting-edge facilities, and opportunities to all through scholarships. This support is testament to the generosity of our donors; however, the Telephone Campaign helps us do so much more than just fundraise.

As well as enabling alumni to support the University, the Telephone Campaign is a great opportunity to share your memories of the University and the city. Our dedicated calling team consists of 26 current students who are always fascinated to hear about your own experiences while at Glasgow, and are committed to making sure that you are up to date with activities at the University.

Few investments have as secure a return as that of education made available to people with talent and commitment, and the University continues to build on the progress made over recent years. Your donations play a vital role in helping to ensure that our students can fulfil their potential. Thank you for all of your support.

For more information or to donate to the University, please see www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglasgow.

Kirsten Anderson, a second-year PhD student researching Czech studies, talks about her experience of being involved in the Telephone Campaign. Kirsten was a student caller and is now a supervisor.

How important do you think it is for the University to fundraise?
I think it is absolutely crucial. Fundraising gives the University freedom to allocate its resources in order to pursue projects that matter to the staff and students, making the academic environment really inspiring.

What do you think is beneficial about us fundraising by telephone?
Having personal contact across generations of students is what makes the alumni of Glasgow a real community. The student callers are able to give graduates an honest, up-to-date insight into University life and raise awareness of what matters most to the current generation of students. Alumni donors who take part in the telephone campaigns seem to genuinely care about the institution. Over the phone they can ask questions, hear stories, and find out about other ways to stay connected with Glasgow.

How do you think the Telephone Campaign will benefit the University in future?
I think that one of the most important things that the Telephone Campaign does is give all graduates a sense of ownership and involvement in the University, not just those who are in a position to donate large sums. Building a relationship between graduates and current students is how the University becomes more than a bricks-and-mortar institution.

Do you have a message for alumni who have donated to the Telephone Campaign?
Other than thank you?! You have undoubtedly made someone’s night by making your donation! Calling is so much fun – I’ve enjoyed so many hours of good conversation with people I would never otherwise have had the chance to speak to, and when someone shares your enthusiasm for a project enough to make a gift, it’s great. As I’m now a supervisor I’m not on the phone as much as I used to be, but I love listening to callers’ conversations and witnessing their genuine enthusiasm for the projects and the wider University.

Do you think this is something more graduates should be involved with?
Yes! It’s an amazing way to give something back to the University and stay involved in shaping the experiences of future generations of students, as well as contributing to some ground-breaking research that has a positive impact on all of our lives.
Thanks to our donors …

… who have given new gifts, named or changed inscriptions on existing gifts, or moved up to a new giving level, between 1 October 2014 and 31 March 2015. In addition to those listed below, there are a number of donors whose gifts are awaiting confirmation.

College of Arts

Archaeology, Landscape and Environment Postgraduate Scholarship Fund
Noted Gift Dr Natalsha N Ferguson
Edwin Morgan Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Scottish Literature
Noted Gift Dr Sandra McCallum • Yvonne E Macdonald
Film & Television Studies Prize
Bronze Gift One anonymous donation
Hunterian Fund
Platinum Gift The Estate of Dr Harry Richmond MBChB 1946 and Mrs Mollie Richmond née Hardie DipSocSc 1945
Bronze Gift Colin DR Mair
James Boswell Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Scottish History
Silver Gift Allan Margaret Hopkinson
John Buchanan Mobility Scholarship Fund in the College of Arts
Bronze Gift Hugh Rorison
Modern Languages
Bronze Gift For Modern Languages in Scotland
Robbie Orr Music Fund
Noted Gift Thomas C Arthur
St Mungo Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Theology and Religious Studies
Bronze Gift F · Forey† • Rev J Leslie Guthrie • Rev William M McKenzie • One anonymous donation
College of Medical, Veterinary & Life Sciences
School of Medicine
Box of Medicine Bequest
Major Gift From the Estate of Dr Elizabeth Gertrude Haggarty • In memory of Catherine J Shearer
Beaton Popple Appeal Research Fund
Platinum Gift Peter J Lennon • The Estate of Dr Harry Richmond MBChB 1946 and Mrs Mollie Richmond née Hardie DipSocSc 1945
Bronze Gift One anonymous donation
Georgia M CO•
Silver Gift Ian W Dunn • Dr Alison Falconer • Dr Karen E Fraser • RNI Goacher • In loving memory of Dr Jane MB Gray • Dr Douglas Grieve • In loving memory of Cecile Hunter • Dr Ian G Lyle • Gordon & Liz McAlaran • David Riggars
Bronze Gift A Troop Royal Artillery Army Cadet Force† • Professor Stuart Cameron • Francis Crawford • George Fraser* • Dr Rona Henderson • Dr Christine Hunter • Fraser H Hydes • In memory of Thomas and Jean Millar * • For Pat* • Alastair Taylor • Dr Lilious Taylor† • Thinking Graham. Monty and Aileen • Claire Thomson • Six anonymous donations* • One anonymous donation*

Noted Gift Dr B Datta • Sheila Anne Campbell • Fiona Craig • Stewart L Edgar • Freelunch Club Friendship Club • Dr Alison M Jones • Joyce Keating • James Maguire • James P McLellan • James Menzies • J and M Paterson, Campbeltown • James R B Robertson • Sports & Recreation Services • Cara Swales • Four anonymous donations* • Dave Livingstone Fund in Global Health and Biodiversity
Silver Gift Robert Reid
Bronze Gift Paul Coyne • Simon Sun*
Noted Gift Thank you Glasgow University - Ji Shen S Tsai* • Life Sciences Postgraduate Scholarships
Bronze Gift Dr Dimitris Athineos
Medical Fund
Arthritis Research
Silver Gift C & L Stewart
Bronze Gift Two anonymous donations
Noted Gift Ian Archibald McNaughton McNalpine • Stirling West Lothian and Clackmannan District Grand Chapter Order of the Eastern Star • One anonymous donation

• Cancer – Brain
Bronze Gift In loving memory of Douglas Robert McCulloch donated by Friends, Colleagues, & Family • John Reid
Noted Gift Andie Baptist Church • In memory of Quentin A Beswick
• Cancer – Breast
Major Gift The Estate of Margaret M Dunn
Noted Gift In loving memory of Grace Stevenson from Dumfries, from her six devoted children.
• Critical Care
Silver Gift One anonymous donation • Dentistry
Major Gift The Arshad Ali Dental Award
Silver Gift Edward Simpson, in memory of my father
Bronze Gift The Medical Protection Society Ltd • David Stenhouse
Noted Gift Clive C Schumman • Good luck with the fundraising from all the team at John Smith’s
• Diabetes
Gold Gift In Memory of Thea J MacGregor MBChB BDS
Bronze Gift Eileen Carrol
• Diseases of the Nervous System
Bronze Gift One anonymous donation*
Noted Gift J Alan Bowie • Angus Livingstone
• Heart Disease: Heart Attack & Stroke
Platinum Gift The Estate of Dr Harry Richmond MBChB 1946 and Mrs Mollie Richmond née Hardie DipSocSc 1945
Silver Gift In memory of Colin Keith • David Selbie
Bronze Gift Dr Victor Y Lim • Dr Kenneth L McGeoch
Noted Gift Dr Lila Russell Hillan • Charles F Norris • One anonymous donation
• Inflammatory Diseases
Silver Gift One anonymous donation
Bronze Gift One anonymous donation
• Medical Education
Bronze Gift Gamma Medical Club 1953–1959 • Medical Fund General
Gold Gift Professor Max M Cohen† • Drs JLC and LM Dalf • Delta Bt Medical Year Club • Dr D M Hislop†
Silver Gift Dr Brian G Anderson* • In memory of Neil Burgess • Dr Gerard PA Dolan* • Dr Douglas M and Mrs Anne Gebbie* • Dr Margaret V Kyle* • Professor and Mrs James F Winchester†
Bronze Gift Jessica May Constable MA 2009 • In memory of Frank, Fred and Fred, my mentors in different ways* • Pin Lin Kei & Family, Singapore • Dr George Morrison* • Dr Norman Struthers* • Lorna Syrus
Noted Gift In memory of Peter Balstis • Margaret S Ferguson • In loving memory of Gaye Hendry from Osman and Gilliam • Dr Trygve Lindbact • John D MacKenzie • Dr Andrew J M anchip • Dr Robert C Robb
• Mental Health
Bronze Gift Dr Ian Fingland • Dr Andrew J M anchip* • Paediatrics & Maternal Health
Silver Gift Dr Alexander H Adam • Dr Helen M Cross* • Public Health & Wellbeing
Major Gift The R S Macdonald Charitable Trust Gifted by Robert Porter – The Cremore Research Fund
• Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre
Platinum Gift Lesley Fulton • In loving memory of James Hutton
Gold Gift Gannet Alpha Platform Charity (Alan Paterson)* • Geoffrey and Penelope Haydock • One anonymous donation*
Silver Gift Margaret and Maurice Haldenby • David and Gill Hamblen • Clare McNicol • Elizabeth Queen* • Ian Wilson
Bronze Gift Dr Eavan Bell • In memory of Leona Bryce • Brian Cannon* • Jean Collins • Michael Duncan • In memory of Ian McGlynn, dear Husband, Father & Papa*

Noted Gift Georgina Cameron • In memory of Anne Docherty 1928–2012 from her Husband and Sons • Edward Dug • James Malloch • In memory of Ian Nicoll • One anonymous donation • South Glasgow University Hospital
Face Setting Gift The Dr Mortimer and Theresa Sackler Charitable Foundation • The Sackler Trust
• Think Pink Scotland
Silver Gift Trinity High School Class 4G • Administration & IT 2014
Bronze Gift Clyde Football Club
William Cullen Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Medicine
Platinum Gift The Walton Foundation
Noted Gift Lindsay Ong-Tone
School of Veterinary Medicine
• Feline Infectious Peritonitis
Silver Gift Luiffs’ Legacy
• James Herriot Scholarship Fund in Veterinary Medicine
Silver Gift Professor Michael H Goldschmidt
Bronze Gift Margaret Carlaw* • One anonymous donation
Noted Gift In loving memory of Simon, Merlin and Polly • Dr Helen Sciarre
• Small Animal Hospital Fund
Major Gift The Estate of Flora Kennedy • The Estate of Noreen JE Scobie
Silver Gift The Estate of Irene Forster Campbell • In memory of Christina R Sinclair • One anonymous donation
Bronze Gift John W Armstrong • In memory of my beloved Ebeny and Zoe Childress* • Saxo and Susie much loved pets • Sheba, Socks, Justy & Saskia Cox • Susan J Wilson
Noted Gift The Aird Foundatin • Marilyn RB Bell • Victoria J Dymock • Hazel Kennedy • In loving memory of Simon, Merlin and Polly • Dr Helen Sciarre
• Weipers Equine Fund
Silver Gift The Estate of Myra Leatham Hunter • Susan M Taylor
Bronze Gift Christine A Clark

College of Science and Engineering

Engineering Equipment Fund
Bronze Gift One anonymous donation*
Engineering General Donations
Silver Gift Robert M McMeeking* • Frederick Soddy Equipment Fund for Teaching & Research in Chemistry
Bronze Gift One anonymous donation
Hugh B Sutherland Postgraduate Fund in Civil Engineering
Silver Gift Geek A Lee • J & E Stewart
Bronze Gift Khuzail B Hamid • George I McGraw • Sir Neville I Simms
Noted Gift Ian Beveridge • George Leslie • Babir S Sandhu

James Watt Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Engineering
Bronze Gift James S Steele • One anonymous donation
Noted Gift Virtual Kulkarni • Terje Vegstein
Joseph Black Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Chemistry
Bronze Gift Drs Mary E and John S Harman • Professor David O’Hagan • One anonymous donation • One anonymous donation
• Lufti’s Legacy
Noted Gift Derek Richardson • Mr Ronald D Singleton (Chemistry)
Lillybank Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Computing Science
Noted Gift Heika I Harju
Science and Engineering Mobility Scholarship Fund
Silver Gift Catrina & James Coleman
Silver Gift Alwyn Williams Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Geographical & Earth Science
Silver Gift John B Rankin
Bronze Gift Thanwat S Ghalay
Noted Gift One anonymous donation
support your chosen project by gifting shares on the value of the shares on the day they are assets to charity. Tax relief for donors is based in addition to capital gains tax relief on gifts of eligible for tax relief on gifts of certain shares, Since 6 April 2000, individuals have been Stocks and shares at the very bottom of the back page for future reference. Please keep the Direct Debit Guarantee slip sent to AAGU, 183 Wolf Harbor Road, Milford, CT 06461–1961, USA.

Giving from Canada Canadian residents will be provided with a receipt for their tax records from the University. Cheques should be made payable to ‘University of Glasgow’ (and not the University Trust) to be able to claim tax relief.
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Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002 The Development & Alumni Office acts in accordance with the terms of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Information on donations received by the University of Glasgow is provided in Giving to Glasgow and other project-specific newsletters. Information is included only on donors who have given us their express permission to do so.
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I wish to support the University of Glasgow by giving to:

- Beatson Pebble Appeal
- The Scholarships Fund
- The Hunterian Fund
- College of Arts
- College of Social Sciences
- Other

Gift Aid is a UK government tax scheme. As an exempt charity, the University of Glasgow can reclaim basic rate tax on qualifying donations from UK taxpayers. This applies to donations you have made in the last four years and from the date of this declaration, until you notify us otherwise.

To enable the University to reclaim Gift Aid, please sign and date the Gift Aid declaration below.

I would like the University to treat all qualifying donations as Gift Aid donations.

To make a single gift

I would like to make a single gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £

Making a single gift

I enclose a cheque/charity voucher made payable to University of Glasgow Trust or

Please debit my: Visa □ Visa Debit □ Mastercard □ Maestro □ Name on card

Card No

Start Date

Expiry Date

Issue Number

Security Code

Making a regular gift by Direct Debit

I would like to make a regular gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £

Making a regular gift by Direct Debit

I would like the payments to be taken from my account on the: 1st □ 15th □ of (month) – please allow one month from today’s date.

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit

Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and return to:

Development & Alumni Office, 3 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QO

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society:

To: The Manager

Address

Name of Account Holder(s)

Branch Sort Code

Bank or Building Society Account Number

Reference

Signature

Date

Service User Number: 257165

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society

Please pay the University of Glasgow Trust Direct Debits from the account detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.

I understand that this instruction may remain with the University of Glasgow Trust and, if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank/building society.

Banks and building societies may not accept Direct Debit instructions for some types of account.
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A full list of scholarship funds can be found at: